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T

he greatest season of the year has arrived, Fall. Football
and Cardinal Playoffs are upon us, which means the
summer of 2015 is behind us. As we enter the best part
of the year, the Board is busy planning for the future of our
association. We plan so that we can, and will continue to, move
forward and lead our industry. When decisions are being made
by the Board of Directors, on behalf of our membership, they
are made focused on the goal of success. It’s time again to get
you up to speed on what the Board of Directors has been working on for you and our industry.
The financial status of the MVGCSA is sound. This can be
credited to a diligent financial plan, a realistic budget, a successful Green Cup and a successful Keep it Green Program. The
resources that have been generated will allow the MVGCSA to
be operated in a proactive direction, rather than a reactive one.
We will be focusing research dollars on what you, the membership have indicated will most benefit our industry in OUR area.
Thank you to Mike Null, Chuck Gast and Jim Buford for their
efforts in successfully stabilizing our financial situation. Also,
thank you to all the vendors who have continued to support
our organization. Your efforts and contributions are greatly
appreciated.

The financial status
of the MVGCSA
is sound.
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Monthly Meetings have also been a success. Directors Tim
Schwierjohn and Greg Parkinson have done an outstanding job
this season with events. Still ahead is the Closing Golf Event at
Tapawingo Golf Club , the Annual Meeting on November 11th
and the Shop Tour / Educational Event at St. Louis Country
Club on December 14th. At the Annual Meeting, we will again
determine the “Superintendent Member of the Year” using
the points system. For more details on the point system visit
HYPERLINK “http://www.mvgcsa.com/2014-mvgcsa-pointssystem/” www.mvgcsa.com/2014-mvgcsa-points-system/
Please make an effort to attend every event, showing support
to our association. If you are unable to attend, please send
another staff member. If you have any questions or would be
willing to host an event please contact Tim Schwierjohn or
Greg Parkinson. On the books for next year already is The
Opening Event at St. Louis Country Club hosted by
Tim Burch.
(continued on page eighteen)

The resources that
have been generated
will allow the
MVGCSA to be
operated in a proactive direction, rather
than a reactive one.
We will be focusing
research dollars
on what you, the
membership have
indicated will most
benefit our industry
in OUR area.
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I

had the opportunity a few weeks back to speak to a Disease Identification Class from the Horticulture Program at Southwestern
Illinois College. The class takes field trips to nurseries, greenhouses and in this case Far Oaks Golf Course just across the river
in Fairview Heights to learn about the various diseases that occur
in different green industry settings. Superintendent Lee Miller gave
me a week lead time to prepare and our goal was to instruct the
students on disease identification, cultural controls, mechanical
controls, PPE Equipment, preventative and curative applications,
etc. Your job is safe Dr. Miller, I only spoke of acervuli one or two
times, and yes I believe I used it in the right context. Of the 15 students, only one had any golf course experience. Initially we toured
the golf course looking at some old dollar spot and summer patch
Lee had sparingly on his property. Some of the students had never
been on a putting green, had never seen a golf course up close and
were fully unprepared on what they would see at the maintenance
facility…then it dawned on me….we, you, us have become numb to
how difficult the job is that you guys perform on a daily basis.
These students were dumbfounded with the amount of acreage that
needed to be manicured, the different types of grasses that could
exist within 100ft2, the amount of equipment that was on hand, the
number of employee’s that worked on the property, the knowledge
needed to effectively know, apply and time plant protectant and
fertility applications and the amount of money required to perform
these feats on a yearly basis. My point is when the weather is great,
when you have full time well trained employees and when you
have money to spend….detailing a golf course is difficult. Throw
in rogue Greens Chairman that have read a couple of USGA Green
Section Magazines or Googled what “wet wilt” is, throw in budgets
that are strapped by the rising cost of equipment and supply, throw
in the fact that help willing to work for an hourly rate is becoming
more scarce, throw in members and customers that seem oblivious
to weather history, throw in a climate zone that is not necessarily
optimally suited for any turfgrass, throw in family, throw in employee drama, throw in the week after the Masters, throw in a wife
who is losing patience, throw in guilt for working too much, throw
in comparing properties across town and all of the sudden detailing
a golf course becomes difficult squared. Throw all this in and the
numbness wears off, quickly. You guys are all gifted and the Kung
Fu you use to make your brownies on a weekly basis is nothing
short of incredible. If you have not been told lately, breathe this in,
well done my friends….well done.
Anywho, the Double G returns to your mailbox as another golf
season creeps closely to an end. Thank you to everyone who helped
with this issue. Don Humphrey is a gamer and always comes
through with a Vendor Spotlight. This month Don writes about
(continued on page twenty)
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Following the Rules
(continued from page one)

Curt speaking about marking your golf course
properly at Spencer T Olin earlier this Spring

How Long Have You Been Involved In The Game Of Golf?
“Did not really grow up around the game. Baseball was my
sport. Actually began playing golf at the age of 13 in a cow
pasture that was cut into 9 holes. In 1992 I began as a caddy at
Boone Valley and then in 1995 I worked for Rick Hynson on the
maintenance staff for three years. My time on the maintenance
staff was a very valuable experience as far as how it relates to
what I do now. Being a part of course set up, maintenance, etc.
has paid dividends.”
How did you get your start with the MAGA?
“In 1998 I answered an advertisement for an internship with
Tom O’Toole and the MAGA. After the internship I worked
briefly at Franklin County Country Club and then started
full time with the MAGA in Fall of 2001.”
Do you have the Rules of Golf Memorized?
“No, you can’t memorize that book…I feel like I am
always learning with the rules of golf…even
USGA President Tom O’Toole has to reference
the rules of golf book from time to time.
Every Rules of Golf Workshop I attend
I learn something.”
What exactly is the Rub of the Green?
“It has its own definition within the Rules
of Golf. A Rub of the Green occurs when
a ball in motion is accidentally deflected
or stopped by an outside agency.”
You were a rules official at the 2015 US
Open at Chambers Bay, describe that
experience.
“I had the opportunity to work the first
three rounds. It was my first US Open, but
hopefully not my last. It really gave me an understanding of what type of golf course it takes to host
a Major Championship, not just from a golf course
standpoint but an operational standpoint. Chambers was a very difficult golf course to walk. From
tee to green the playing surface appeared virtually
the same; in fact, the greens were dotted with white
paint dots around the edge to indicate the putting

green dimensions. The third round, Saturday, I walked with
Billy Horschel and Charlie Beljan. They were both great the
entire round with chit chat and small talk. I was actually quite
surprised to see Billy’s reaction to the golf course after the
round….I was unaware he was that upset.”
What player impressed you the most at Chambers Bay?
“I have to say Colin Montgomerie. At his age, making the cut
on that golf course was awesome, very challenging golf course
to walk and play for four days.”
Was Holly Saunders Impressive?
“Simply, yes! I actually met her in the hotel bar the next week
at the US Senior Open in Sacramento at Del Paso Country
Club.”
Describe your relationship with USGA President
Tom O’Toole.
“Even before my internship I knew Tom from
MAGA events at Boone Valley. I have known
him for quite some time. We are very close
and have worked together for over 15 years
now. No question, while getting a degree
from SLU, my “real” education in golf
administration is when I started working
for Tom managing golf administration
and running events.”
Describe your role when you run a
MAGA Event here in the Valley.
“We run and oversee every aspect
of our events, from registration to
handing out the trophy at the end and
everything in between like course set up and
whatever food and beverage needs there are. We
try to be as least intrusive as possible but we do
burden the Superintendent more than anyone
else because of course set up and preparation
requirements. I understand what Supers do
and I know many of them personally…there
role at a facility and to the success of our
events is invaluable.”
(continued on page ten)
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MVGCSA Fall Classic @ Castle Ridge

T

he Fall Classic felt a bit more like the
Summer Classic with temperatures
nearing 85 and bountiful sunshine. Dale
Werner, Jeff Francis and the staff at Castle
Ridge had the golf course in great shape.
Castle Ridge is now owned by Union Pacific
Railroad and the golf course and neighboring
castle serve as a venue for entertaining UP
customers and executives. It is expansive
layout with plenty of elevation change, no
housing, rock outcroppings and limited trees.

Robert Pirok, Ozzie Smith, Jim Beer, George Hobbs

Thank you Tom Brown, Easy Ed and
MTI for sponsoring drinks.
Thank you Phil Nye, Greg Pelstner and
Helena for sponsoring the food.
Thank you George Hobbs and EZ Go
for sponsoring the carts. George, whatever
supplementation and work-out program you
are using please let us all know…..George does
not miss many days at the gym and I bet he
rarely gets his meals through a window.

Thank you to Jeff Olsen and AgroLogics for sponsoring the par 3’s.
Ozzie Smith was in attendance and played
golf with Jim Beer and Robert Pirok from Fox
Creek Golf Course the first nine holes. The last
nine holes the Wizard played with Rich Carlson
from GreensPro and Executive Director of the
MVGCSA Chuck Gast. I did get a chance to
watch and Ozzie can play a little golf. ■

Chris Young, Joe Riesenberg, Jeff Olsen, Steve Leach

Jeff Francis, Chad Carpenter, Doug Harskamp,
Gabe Bader

Rich Carlson, Ozzie Smith, Chuck Gast, George Hobbs

Chris Wehmer, Ken Morgan, Don Humphrey,
Jerry Keeven

Tom Brown, Nick Schieble, Craig Schoon, Tim Allen
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A Message from
Your Director of
Operations
By Chuck Gast, Director of Operations, MVGCSA

Summer has moved on and fall has arrived! I’m sure
that’s good news for all in the turf industry. The fall
months were always my favorite time of the year!

W

ell, it sure was a busy summer for the MVGCSA. We’ve had
some great events at some of the best venues with fantastic attendance and a lot of great sponsors. So far this calendar
year, we’ve had 7 events with attendance totaling 326. Hope
you’ve had the time to join us as it’s been fun so far with a lot
of great discussions and presentations along the way. When you
get the chance, please check out your website at www.mvgcsa.
com to see pictures and results of all MVGCSA activities.
If you’ve been a little too busy to get away the last few
months, have no fear, there are a couple more great activities
scheduled during these cooler fall months ahead. The Missouri
Cup is the 4th, 5th and 6th of October at the Lake of the Ozarks
and the MVGCSA Championship is set for October 13th at
Tapawingo National. Hope you’ll be able to attend.
Coming up in November is the MVGCSA Annual Meeting.
This season ending event is set for the evening of November
14th at the Highlands Golf and Tennis Clubhouse. Several key
activities will be on the agenda for this meeting including
election of the MVGCSA Officers and Director positions,
presentation of scholarship awards as well as discussion and
voting on several bylaw updates. Please mark your calendars
now for this important meeting where a quorum of voting
members will be necessary to complete these voting tasks
relative to the Board and bylaw changes. Also, if you have a
desire to serve on the Board, please contact me or any one of the
current Board members to have your name placed on the ballot.
It’s been another long summer but fall is now in the air as
the baseball playoff picture is starting to come into focus. Get
out, take a deep breath and relax. You’ve earned it! ■

Summer/Fall 2015

Following the Rules
(continued from page six)

You see several golf courses throughout the year, what
separates Superintendents from one another?
“There are guys that just “get” championship golf, guys that
get excited about preparing their golf course for a USGA qualifier or MAGA championship. Also, some Supers are just neurotic about having their golf course properly marked on a daily
basis. In the end I have a tremendous respect for what Supers
do and the roles they play at their facilities.”
What is your opinion of the state of golf here in the Valley and
throughout the country?
“I don’t see golf down here in the Valley. Our events have been
well attended and our Junior Event was way up this year. We
have seen good consistent participation. Our Play 9 series initiative suffered this year from lack of participation but we will
go back to the drawing board on that one. Nationally the attendance I saw at the US Open at Chambers and The US Senior
Open in Sacramento was impressive.”
What is your favorite golf course in the Valley?
“I have a top three….Boone Valley GC, St. Louis CC and Old
Warson CC. Boone is sentimental to me from where I started,
St. Louis CC is just an absolute blast to do course setup on
those amazing green complexes and Old Warson I just love being able to spend time. Furthermore, they all 3, like so many of
our member clubs, are very supportive of MAGA!”
Who is your favorite PGA Tour Golfer?
“This may not be popular but I am still a Tiger Woods fan.
At Chambers Bay where he was struggling, you knew exactly
where he was on the golf course because of fan reaction. He
still drives ticket sales and television ratings like no one else.
Honestly, I don’t think he is done either…he is way too great of
an athlete to be done.”
What role does the MAGA play here in the Valley?
“We are a USGA Regional Golf Association. We provide the
USGA GHIN Handicap System to our member clubs, conduct
and administer Metropolitan Championships and USGA Qualifying Rounds, provide USGA course and slope rating service
and we are the regional authority on the Rules of Golf and
Amateur Status.”
Hobbies
“Fly fishing, Cardinals Baseball, Mizzou and SLU athletics, golf
and spending time at our family farm in Dutzow, Missouri.”

MVGCSA Annual Meeting • November 14, 2015

Future Events?
“I will be heavily involved with two USGA championships coming to St. Louis the next two years, 2016 US Senior Amateur
Championship at Old Warson and the 2017 US Girls Junior
Amateur Championship at Boone Valley. ■
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VENDOR SPOTLIGHT

Iron Man

Ron Exler, Turfwerks
Submitted by Don Humphrey

Greetings gents, as I write this, it is early fall and the finish line has been crossed, summer for
all intent and purpose is over. Halleluiah! Cooler weather moves in this week and it feels like fall
is here. For this issue of the Double G, I contacted a true Ironman in the business; Ron Exler,
Equipment Sales Representative with Turfwerks.
Ron Exler, Turfwerks

R

on is a St. Louis native and he grew up in
South County and played on the golf team
at Mehlville High. He stated, “My work career
has always been in the golf business.” It started
at the age of 16 where he worked a summer
mowing tees and other related tasks at St. Albans
working for Wes Matheny, who was a friend of his
family.
Living in South County Ron found work a
little closer to home the following summer and
went to work at Paradise Valley. He was 17 when
he started there and said, “I did a little bit of
everything there including cart boy, clubhouse
helper and maintenance crew.” The positive
working experience a Paradise Valley inspired Ron
to enroll in the turf program at Mizzou. He spent
6 summers at Paradise Valley, and he worked with
Larry Rose and Pat Gray.
Ron earned a degree in Plant Science at
Missouri and upon graduation went to work at
The Falls Golf Course working for Mike Null for
about 2 years. In 2001 Ron took an Assistant
Superintendent’s position at Old Fleurissant,
which is now called Golf Club of Florissant;
Mark Vavra was the superintendent there and Ron
worked as his assistant for about 6 years.
In January of 2008, Ron moved on from golf
maintenance to golf and turf equipment sales with

Ron said he likes,
“peddling iron”,
traveling from golf
course to golf course
meeting with
Superintendents
helping them with
their course
equipment needs.
His leisure time is
usually filled with
taking care of his
daughter, and a little
bit of golf, when he
gets a chance.

Birkey’s. After U.S. Turf disbanded, Birkey’s
took over the Jacobsen Equipment line in the
St. Louis market. Ron sold equipment there
for 2 years and in 2010, Turfwerks took over
for Birkey’s. Turfwerks is a division of Davis
Equipment Company, a 50 year old company
headquartered in Johnston, Iowa.
Ron said he likes, “peddling iron”, traveling from golf course to golf course meeting with
Superintendents helping them with their course
equipment needs. Ron’s territory is eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois. Turfwerks
carries a variety of different equipment lines
such as Jacobsen, Smithco, Turfco, Progressive,
Ventrac, Planet Air, Stihl, Red Max and is the
Rainbird Irrigation Distributor for the area. In
2014, Turfwerks teamed up with Scott’s Power
Equipment and together they offer sales and
service at their Bridgeton location.
I have known Ron since he was an assistant
at Old Fleurissant and you will not meet a nicer
guy. He is an expert on his equipment knowledge
and is a darn good golfer as well! Ron has been
married for 13 years and has a 5 year old daughter.
He told me his leisure time is usually filled with
taking care of his daughter, and a little bit of golf,
when he gets a chance.
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Graduating Seniors Update
By Charlie Schauwecker

As an undergraduate student in the University of Missouri’s turf program, fall is an exciting time of year.
The start of the fall semester signals the beginning of Mizzou’s football season and for most of us, the
end of a long summer of dragging hoses. Fall is also the time when MU’s turf students reunite, refocus,
and share our summer internship experiences with one another.
This year Mizzou has five graduating seniors in its turf program, and our interests and internship
experiences vary across the whole spectrum of turf grass science.
Brett Teel

Tyler Gosney

Kurt Jennings,

Zach Ellison

traveled to Jupiter, FL
to intern on Jordan
Treadway’s maintenance
team at the Roger Dean
Stadium Complex. This
complex is not only the
host to four minor league
baseball teams, but is
also the spring training
venue for both the
St. Louis Cardinals and
the Miami Marlins.

another senior in
Mizzou’s turf program,
spent his summer
working under turfmanager Jay Warnick at
the Kansas City Chiefs’
training camp at Missouri
Western State University
in St. Joseph.

Mizzou’s Turf Club
president, chose to intern
at the Chesterfield Valley
Athletic Complex in the
city of Chesterfield, MO.
Working for turf manager Brian Winka, Kurt
helped maintain this one
hundred and seventy-six
acre facility that includes
forty-four athletic fields.

stayed right here in
Columbia this summer
and assisted Dr. Xi Xiong
with her ongoing
research on billbug
damage in zoysiagrass
fairways.

Charlie
Schauwecker
I used my internship as a
vacation from Missouri’s
summer heat and humidity at Seattle’s Sahalee
Country Club. Sahalee,
which is preparing to host
the 2016 KPMG Women’s
PGA Championship,
exposed me to some of
the vast differences in
turf management across
our country, most notably
in its tee to green management of Poa annua as
a primary turf species.

I know I speak for all of our seniors when I say thank you to the professors and
turf managers who made these great learning experiences possible.
As this new school year begins, I’m looking forward to watching Mizzou’s turf students
continue to grow and build our program’s reputation. In the next few weeks, we will begin
preparing for our trip to the 2016 STMA conference, where we look to improve upon last
year’s seventh place finish in the STMA student challenge. I can’t wait to see how our
students match up against the top programs from around the country, and I wish good luck
to all of our seniors in their last year here at Mizzou. ■
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Kick’s Korner
By Rob Kick, Algonquin Golf Club

St. Louis is such an interesting place to manage turf.

M

aybe interesting is the wrong adjective, let me try that again. St. Louis is
such a difficult place to manage turf. No,
I don’t think that is quite it either. One more
shot. St. Louis is positively the most ridiculous, confounding, obnoxious, hair pulling,
stupid geographic location to attempt to
grow turfgrass ever. For those of you that
have moved here from other locales, why?
Born-n- raised in St. Louis and stayed might
be an even more absurd idea, although we
do love our “little” town don’t we. The term
normal has no meaning here, other than to
say it’s normal for every golf season to be
utterly abnormal. No two years are remotely
the same, again other than what is the same
is that nothing you do translates clearly
from one season to the next.
My last rant (just 3 months ago) seemed
clearly focused on the fact that we were all
doomed and headed for disaster with regards
to how poorly a season for zoysia 2015 was
shaping up to be. Well I’m slapping some
mayo and mustard on a sandwich of words
which I will be eating directly, because now,
it seems that the area’s zoysia is unicorns
and lollipops. Quite a drastic change in
quality and conversation surrounding the
topic in just three or four short months.
Well good for you Mother Nature and thanks
for demonstrating, yet again, that you run
the show.
No one thought we could have two
summers back to back with relatively cool
temperatures. No one thought we would
get half a year’s rainfall in 6 weeks. No one
thought zoysia would turn around so

dramatically, No one thought they could
see all the diseases they learned about in
school on one morning in early September.
No one thought Bruce Jenner would…you
get the point.
The rollercoaster we all so often ride is
wonderfully displayed in what we do every
season. In fact, daily, weekly, and monthly
the metaphor still holds true as things seem
to evolve rather quickly here in the Lou,
whether better or for worse. Where else
can you watch Poa annua die instantly the
moment the temperature reaches 95° only
to be replaced within seconds by Westwood
Bermuda? The juxtaposition of warm and
cool season grasses alone is enough to know
nothing is ever going to be 100% on the
same page, yet we try. Temperature fluctuations of 20 or 30 degrees from one day to the
next. Torrential rains followed by nothing for
weeks. Humidity and wind conditions all over
the place. Weather people who can’t predict
what’s happening tomorrow much less a week
out, not that it’s necessarily their fault. When
I read the weather statistics for any given day
or season, and I do, because I’m a weather
geek, it’s laughable. Pick a day, any day, and
just gander at the highest and lowest recorded
temperatures. July 4th for example, has a 53°
swing from highest high to lowest high
I guess what I’m really getting at, and I’m
sure you’re on the edge of your seat, is what
you guys do here in St. Louis is nothing short
of spectacular! Proud of you!
Switching gears for a moment with a
question for everyone. Do Superintendent’s

Kudos to you all for making it through another year.

(continued on page twenty-two)
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President’s Message
(continued from page two)

The MVGCSA Assistant Superintendent Liaisons, Jimmy
Bucher and Dan Lloyd, are in the process of setting up another
Assistant Superintendent Educational Event. If you have
interest in hosting, please contact Jimmy or Dan. Assistants,
get involved. If you are interested in joining the board as an
Assistant Superintendent Liaison for 2016, please contact
Don Humphrey.
The Board is busy working on Membership opportunities.
Director Khris Rickman and the committee are currently
working on a new way for our Affiliate members to sponsor
events and advertise with our association. We are still working
on creating an annual multi-level sponsorship program that
allows you, our corporate sponsors, an opportunity to better
budget and specify exactly how your valuable advertising
dollars will be spent. The itemized programs that will be presented will offer you the ability to select the level of exposure
you desire for your company for a one-time annual fee.
The MVGCSA is proud to announce that the 2016 Green Cup
will be hosted by Greenbriar Hills and Superintendent Dave

Klinkhammer. Director Rob Schaff is currently working out
details. A special thanks to Rob and John Briggs for all their
work on a successful 2015 Green Cup at Fox Run.
Thank you for your time. We, the board, will continue to
serve in the best interest of the membership. This challenging, changing and rewarding industry is our livelihood. Get
involved and get the most out of it by giving back. Your time
and efforts are greatly appreciated.
Tim Roethler,
President MVGCSA
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Editor’s Notes
(continued from page four)

Ron Exler from Turfwerks. Ron is a
fellow road warrior and all around
good guy. Mizzou Turf Student
Charlie Schauwecker gives us an
update on what is happening with Mizzou Turf. Thank you
Charlie, I appreciate the effort and time you took to write
an article for the Gateway Green. Thank you to MVCGSA
Executive Director Chuck Gast for his article summarizing
the MVGCSA calendar year. Kudo’s to Chuck on bringing his
personality, organizational skills, leadership and passion to the
MVGCSA. Slowly but surely his impact is being felt on this
association. Nice article from our outgoing President Tim
Roethler. Tim has done a great job the last two years implementing his vision for the MVGCSA. Tim will leave a legacy
of economic solvency and streamlined operational efficiency.
Good chance future MVGCSA Presidents and Board Members
will talk about Tim the way the Republicans remember Ronald

Reagan. Nice work Tim and please
stay involved. Great job as always to
my friend and mentor Mike Carron
for your work with our very generous advertisers. Well done Larry Torno for taking random
emails and pictures and turning them into this publication.
Finally a big thanks to the “Editor Heir Apparent” Rob Kick
for his effort and punctuality with this issues edition of Kicks
Corner. Many a folk will use ADD and habitual tardiness as a
deterrent or excuse for lack of success. Not the Kicker, what
the lord doth bless he puts in his bag of writing tricks.
It’s here…..that time of year that makes you guys smile the
most….go on then, smile and enjoy…you have earned it.
Paul Hurst
Editor
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Kick’s Corner
(continued from page sixteen)

in other parts of the country actively try to kill as much turf
as we do? I’m just wondering. This just popped in my head so I
figured it was only right to immediately and completely head in
a different direction. Think about it, how often you find yourself speaking with a peer about the best way to kill this or that.
Anyway, leaves will be changing soon and the close of
another golf season is rapidly approaching. I always enjoy this
time of year as life seems to be slightly simpler in the autumn.
Lessons learned from the previous summer folded into next
year’s plan are immediately thrown out the window when the
realization sets in that St. Louis just can’t allow for consistency. Somehow though, consistency is achieved by the efforts
of you and your staff in a place where the only things constant
is Baseball. You have to admit, this is a fun place to work. The
challenges presented certainly keep things interesting.
Final thoughts for a well fought year and a few highlights
to remember. Four months ago several courses in St. Louis
were partially under water, yet still maintained under very
playable conditions. Rounds of golf were lost due to the
weather but not due to the lack of effort brought to the plate
by members of this association. Many of us were discussing
conversion from zoysia to bentgrass with respect to fairway
turf, albeit somewhat tongue and check, nevertheless it was
part of the dialogue. I wore a jacket on the fourth of July,
because I could! Khris Rickman and Tim Schwierjohn have
become local celebrities with what seemed like nightly
appearances on the local news… and the Cardinals are making
yet another run at the pennant. All in all it’s been a pretty
fun summer, well…interesting.
Kudos to you all for making it through another one
and for reading the rants of a mildly unstable person. This
concludes another therapy session for me an undoubtedly
another bathroom break for you. I would like to point out
the word juxtaposition was used earlier, I’m just saying –
enjoy the off season. ■

Please support our associate
members who always step up to
help our association.

5026 Brittany Downs Drive
St. Charles, MO 63304

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

MVGCSA Closing Event
Tuesday, October 13th
@ Tapawingo National Golf Club
Host – Greg Parkinson
MVGCSA Annual Meeting
Wednesday, November 11th
@ The Highlands at Forest Park Golf Course
Host – David Pini
MVGCSA Shop Tour
Monday December 14th
@ St. Louis Country Club
Host – Tim Burch

